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SUMMARY

a normal-shock side inlet located behind a tri-
is presented for a range of angles of attack,

control surface deflections, and a -3° angle of yaw at-Mach numbers ‘of
1.5 and 1.8. Several rsm-type boundary-layer removal systems-were con-
sidered for a limited range .ofoperation. Data were slso obtained with
the control surface removed.

An increase of 1 to 3 percent in total.presbure recovery at the
diffuser exit (engine face) was accomplishedby a slight modification
of the original bleed system. Further reduction in the amount of
boundary-layerair entering the inlet by increasing the bleed height
resulted in an additional increase of 1 to 3 percent in total pressure
recovery when the local flow was oblique to the inlet. The diffuser
performance remained insensitive to Increased boundary-layer removal
when the flow ~s elined with the inlet axis.

The largest losses in total pressure recovery associated with the
control-surface vortex wake occurred-at zero body angle of attack. This
effect was less pronounced as the angle -ofattack was increased abtive6°. _. . ._
The total pressure losses minimized at approximately 6° singleof attack
because of the 6° downward cant of the inlet axis with respect to the
fuselage axis. For a -3° advqse angle of yaw and zero control surface
deflection, the total pressure .recoverydecreased about 1 to 5 percent
for the range of angles of attack investigated. The total pressure
recoveries obtained for-the entire range of variables were below the-
oretical normal-shock recovery.
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INTRODUCTION

Several recent studies of the flow field behind a canard control
surface (references 1 to 3) have indicated the importance of considering
the influence of the shed vortex sheet on the region adjacent to”.the
fuselage of a supersonic.aircraft. These shed vortices alter the poten-
tial flow field about the body and result in total.pressure losses, flow
direction irregularities, and a redistributionof the boundary layer. ‘“
It is the purpose of this investigation to determine the severity of
restrictions thereby imposed on the aerodynaiuiccharacteristicsof a
normal-shock-type side (or scoop) air inlet located in or near these
regions. -—

The performance of a normal-shock-type side inlet located downstream
of a triangular control surface is presented at Mach numbers of 1.5 and
1.8 for a range of-angles of attack from 0° to 12°; control-surface
deflections of 0°, 5°, and l@; and for a yaw arigleof -3°. Several
boundary-layer removal systems are considered for a limited range of
operation. Mass flow requirements of a hypothetical turbojet engine are
used in some instances as a basis for.comparisons of duct performance.
A brief breakdown of losses in total pressure recovery is also presented.
The experimental investigation was conducted in the NACA.Lew3.S8- by
6-foot sti~ersonictunnel at a Reyn61ds number of approxi&tely 16X106
based on forebody leng~h aheadof the inlet.

SYMROLS

duct cross-sectional area normal to center line of flow

total pressure

Mach number

!
mass flow

average static pressure

ratio of mass flow at given condition”to mass flow in free stresm
having an area equal to inlet area

angle of attack with respect to free.stream (deg)

control-surface deflection with respect to longitudinal body
axis (deg)

angle of jaw (deg) —. — .
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Subscripts:

o free stream

1 diffuser inlet

2 double-entry-engine face

3 duct exit

B“ body

L local

APPARATUS AND PROCEIX)RE

The test model (fig. 1) consisted of a body of revolution with a .
side air inlet located 2.14 mean areodynamic chord lengths behind the
trailing edge of a trian@lar control surface. The control surface had
a leading-edge sweep angle of 300, dihedral of 15°, and a span of 15 inches.
The air induction system comprised a sharp-lip ,normal-shockentrance, a
subsonic diffuser, and a boundary-layer scoop located forward of the
entrance lip.

The axis of the diffuser inlet section””wascanted 60 downward w%th
respect.to the body longitudinal axis, as shown in figure 2. This angle
of cant was selected to permit a~rotimate alinement of the inlet with . .

the free stream at a hypothetical cruise ~gle of attaclgof 6°. The
center line of the inlet was located 25° below the body cross-sectional

. . .-

horizontal axis. The duct shape nried from a semicircular section at
the inlet (station 44.66) to a circular section (station 56.10) ahead of
a strut, which split the diffuser into equal elliptical sections to simu-
late the double-entry engine face (station 61.23). The duct area vari-
at~ n normal.to the center line.of the flow is shown in figure 3, and a
dew of the inlet is shown in figure 4.

The original boundary-layer scoop, which was located 0.94 inch
forward of the inlet entrance, had a bleed height of 0.24 inch. Boundary- -
layer mass flow was ducted to the free stream through five diverging
channels of quadrilateral cross section, as shown in figure 5(a). In
order to decrease the amount of bandary-layer air entering the itiet,
modifications of the original Bleed system (fig. 5(a)) were made as
follows: (1) a O.10-inch cutback of the rsmp lip and a 0.52-inch cutback : “-
of the internal guide vanes (modification 1, fig. 5(b)), and (2)’removal
of the internal van-esand substitution of the bleed base block with
one which had local reductions of body radii resulting in an effective .,
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bleed height of 0.42 inch (modification 2, fig. 5(c)). The

NACA’RM E52Fti

increased
bleed heist for the latter change was determined’fromboundary-layer
rake data taken on the right side of the bady for the maximum boundary-
layer thicknes~ at the inlet station obtained with zero control surface
deflection.

.-

.

Control surface deflection angles of 0°, 5°, and 10° were obtained
by using removable adapter blocks fitted to-the control surfqce~. smo@h _
body-contoured blocks were inserted to obtain data.without the control.
surface. ,, -----

The model Was”mounted on a sting,which had an offset angle of 3° @ .,.,
the pitch plane. Rotating the sting 90° permitted angle of attack
investigation in combination with 3° of yaw.

.- r
..

Total pressure measurements were made at the duct i~et (station 1),
engine face (station 2), and the exit (station 3), as shown in figure 2.

I The inlet rakes were not installed when total-pressures were recorded at
the engine face. Mean total,pressuresrecorded at the engine face are ~,~_I
the ar.ea-integratedtotal pressures measured-at the iriboard.andoutboard __ ._
engine faces at station 2. T&ee,pitot tubes ana static OTuiCeS were...

located on the floor of the duct (fig. 2) for the detection of flow sepa- ‘ -
ration. A static pressure pick-up, located-between stations 2 and 3, WSS

. . .
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connected to a pressure-time recorder for the detection of ‘@lsing phe- . —=
nomena. Local Mach numbers at the inlet station were determined from
survey rake data obtained at the inlet station on the right side of the
model. Since the purpose of the investigation -.s primarily to s%udy
internal flow characteristics,no force measurements were made.

Main duct mass flow, which was varied by means of a translating
conical plug at the duct exit, was determined f’romintegrated total pres-
sures at the exit station and plug exit areas based on choked flm.at ,
the minimum area. The mass flow ratios were based on free-stre&m condi-
tions; therefore, ratios of 1.0 were not obtained because inlet condit~oqs
did not correspond to free-stream conditions.

In order to establish a realistic criterion for comparisons of dif-
fuser characteristicsat a fixed operating condition for the range of
test variables, an analysis of a turbojet engine-inlet matching problem
was performed usihg the method of reference.4 together with the assumed
required corrected weight flows for a hypothetical turbojet engine.
Accordingly, figure 6 shows the Varihti6n of-ltheengine operating li.ne-
with diffuser pressure recovery at ~ = 1.5 and 1.8. Thus, for a giveu

air induction system, the engine ti.11.besu~plied the necessary mass flow
for a required flight Mach number, altitude (in the tropopause),,andat
rated engine speed when the total-pressure-recoverymass-flow relation-.
ship for the inlet-diffuser system intersects the engine‘operationCurve..
Comparisons of the diffuser characteristics
condition in scnneinstances.
!
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are therefore made at this
—
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RESI&TS AND DISCUSSION

Boundary-Layer Bleed Investigation ..

To determine the effect of bounky-layer remo~ on Perfor~ce *.

of a normal-shock-type inlet, the test W% initiated with an investi-
gation of several bleed s~stems at zero COntrOl surface deflection- A
body angle of attack of 3 was arbitrarily selected to enable scblieren

&
u) observation of the inlet. The boundary-layer profiles at the inlet
N station (fig. 7) give an indication of the amount of boundary-layer air

entering the scoop for the original bleed height of 0.24 inch.
. .

Removal
.-

of additional boundary-layer mass flow was accomplished by increasi~”
L.

the bleed height from 0.24 inch to 0.42 ~c~ (modification z) fig” s(c))” .
A comparison of total pressure recovery at the engine face for modifi-
cations 1 and 2 is presented in figures 8(a) and 8(b) for ~ = 1.5 and

-,----—

1.8, respectively, for the range of aules of attack; the results ob~ined ..
with the ori@nal bleed system are shown for ~ = 3° only. As seen in
figure 8(b) from the 1 to 3 percent increase in to~l Pressure recoverY.
at the engine face for all duct xss flow ratios modification 1 (at
& = 1.8J

2
= 3°) effectively increased the bleed msMs flow. Modifica-

tion 2 furt er increased the total pressure recoveryon the order of

.

.

.

.

1 to 3 percent for all angles o.fat~ck exceyt the ~ise tie of 6°.
where the increase was negligible. The increases of local M&ch number
due to the reduction of body radii at the inlet station apparently had
little effect. However, estimates indicate that additional gains of the
order of 1 to 2 percent in pressure recovery for each angle of attqck
could have been realized had the boundary-layer bleed height been increased
and the original body contour mintained. The relative insensitivity of
the diffuser performance at ~ = 6° iS probably due to the 6° do~~rd
cant of the inlet sxis with respect to the baly longitudinal axis result-
ing in local flow alinement with the inlet axis

Flow Characteristics at Engine Intakes

Characteristics of the flow at the engine twin intake faces are
presented (fig. 9) in the form of contours of total pressure recovery
for the condition of 95 percent of the engine rated mass flow. It ~S

seen that the variation of total pressure recovery in each elliptical
duct was 3 to 4 percent at ~ = O and 8 to 10 percent at ~= 12°.

As might be expected from inspection of the duct geometry in figure 2,
the high energy flow in the outboard engine face at all angles of attack
was concentrated along the splitter strut. On the other hand, the high
energy flow in the inboard engine face moved from the side of the splitter
strut at ~ = O to the upper half of the enzne face at ~ = 12°.
These total wessure contours are representative of the entire raue of

.

.-
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variables in~estigated. Wch number-profiles may be obtained directly
—.

from the ratios of static to total pressure given in the table in figure 9. ._,
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Duct Performancewith Bleed System

Although the total pressure recoveries
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.

of Modification 1 .-

b
obtained with modification 2

were eomewh=t higher th= those”obtained with modification 1 for most
angles of attack, the diffuser performance -S the sae ?or both modifi- ~ . ~

0 ‘Therefore,the major portioncations at the cruise condition,” = 6 .
%of the data was obtained with the leed:system of modification 1. Accord- “- ““-

ingly, the duct performance is presented an@ com~ed for various con-.
ditions of angle or attack, control surface.deflection, and, to some
extent, yaw.

—. .—

Zero angle of yaw. - The effect of e..ngleof attack and,control sui-
face deflectionon the flow cond~tions at the inlet face without inlet-”
or boundary-layer bleed in.place are reprodticedfr’omreference 1.in
figure lo. These contours of local total pressure recovery indicate
that for 5 = O the effect of.the shed vortex sheet on the body boun-
dary Sayer was very small at angles of attack of O and 6°. However’;the
volrtexsheet resulting from deflection of.tha control surface for these
body attitudes appreciably Increased.the quantity of low energy air” ‘“
ahead of the inlet by redistributing the body boundary-layer air. The -
ensuing effect on total pressure recovery af the engine face”is shown
at M. = 1.5 (fig. n(a)) and

9
= 1.8 (fig. n(b)) for the range of

angles of attack and control sur ace deflections. The results at
5 =.O are significantly the sane as those obtained with the control
surface removed. “This condition could be expected from inspection of
the similar flow conditions at the iflet (fig. 10), which show that the
inlet is below the region affected by the cbiiiinati.onof the body cross
flow and the control surface wake. As shown by the dashed lines in fig-
ure 11, pulsing occurred in the low range of-mass flow ratios
/mOZ 0.75) at control

(roughly,

1
swface deflections””of5° and 10°. Although

t e occurrence of pulsing is inconsistent, there is some correspondence
between pulsir@ and the cczmglexflow in the vicinity of the inlet at
~=3° and 5=5°and 10. In ge”neral,it--isseen from figure U that
increasing the control surface deflection at

3
= O caused the largest

decrease in total presstire recovery due ta the nfluence of the shed
vortex sheet on the boundary layer; as the ai@.e of attack was increased”
above 6° the effect of control stiface”deflection was negligible.

The epgine operating qonditlon for a h~thetical turbojet e~ine
is shown in figures U(a) and n(b). A summary of the total pressure
recoveries at this condition is presented in figure 12 for ~ = 1.5 and
1.8. The highest total pressure .recoverieswere obtained at an angle of
attack of”6° for nearly the.entire range of Control sur~ace deflections!
The total pressure recovery remained nearly constant at about 87 percent
at Q =-1.5 and about 75 percent at ~ = 1.8 up to” 5 = 5°. Further
increases in contrul surface deflection resulted in a decrease in total”’
pressure recovery. For angles of attack less
the total pressure recovery steadily decreased

than approximately6”,
with i.nereasi~”control
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surface deflections; whereas, for angles of
the total pressure recovery was independent

attack greater
of the control

7

than about 6°, _.._.
surface deflec. ““.

tions. This result might be anticipated from inspection of figure 10,
which shows that the flow conditio~ at the inlet are independent of
control surface deflections at angles of attack greater than 6°. -.

A breakdown of the total pressure recovsry losses is presented in
figure 13 for ~+o = 0.90 at 8 = O. The inlet and subsonic diffuser

“ losses minimized at about ~ = 60 for the range of angles of attack.
A major portion of losses occurring at the inlet was due to ~gh 10-1 - , __

Mach numbers. At
a

12° the local inlet Mach numbers exceeded the
free-stream Wch n e= by a maximum of 8 percent at ~ = 1.5 and 9.5
percent at ~= 1.8. The resulting normal shock losses therefore “
increased with angle of attack. Large inlet losses are also attributed
to the flow separation which resulted from normal-shock boundary-layer
interaction on the ramp as well as lip angularity near the ramp with
respect to the local flow direction. Data from an inlet survey indi-
cated a movement of the separated region from the upper section of the

-.

inlet at ~ = 0, to a minimum region along the rsmp at
3

= 6°, and
then to a large region at the lower section of the inlet a ~ = 12°.
The subsonic diffusion losses were relatively small up to an angle of
attack of the order of 6° at both Mach numbers, as shown in figure 13,
and then increased appreciably with increasing angle of attack.

.—.
At the

low singlesof attack, the flw” evidently reattached rather quickly,
but at the higher angles of attack} the flow remafied separated for at , -..,
least 10 inches downstream of the inlet, as indicated by the pitot tube
and static orifices instrumentation (fig. 2). The diffusion that resulted ““”
from this latter condition is shoiru(fig. 9) by engine-face total pres-
sure contours in the form of low total pressure recoveries in the lower

—

half of the inboard engine face. The major portion of the over-all losses,
.—

however, was due to separation on the rsmp and occurrence of the normal
shock at a local inlet Mach number which exceeded ~. In general, it
is noted that the highest total predsure recoveries occurred at ~ s 6°~
presumably as a result of midmnun flow separation at the inlet and opti-
mum angle-of-attack operation. This optimum singleof attack was d@ectly
due to the 6° dowmiard cant of the inlet center line which resulted in
an effective inlet angle of attack of approximately zero. l?ur-
thermore.,it can be seen from figures 11 and 13 that theoretical normal-
shock recovery was not obtained for the entire ra~e of ~riables investi- .
gated.

Angle of yawof -3°. - Variation of total pressure recovery at the
engine face with mass ,flowra;io at ~ = 1.5 and 1.8 were obtained at
an adverse angle of yaw of -3 a% 5 = O. Some data were also obtained
at~= 5° for M. = 1.8. The characteristics of these variations were
similar to those obtained at zero yaw (fig. 11) and are not presented.
Instead, a summary of adverse yaw effect is presented in figure 14 fo-r
the engine operating condition and is represen@tive of the higher mass
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flow ratios”(ml/~ >0.80). A comparison.~th zero yaw show6 a reduction .
in total pressure recovery of about 1 to 3“percent for Mo = 1.5 and 2 “ -~.~
to 5 percent for ‘o

= 1.8 for the range of angles of attack. At

‘o = 1.8, deflection.of the control surface to”5° furth~ d~~~afied the -““‘. --~.:-
tot&i pressure retioveryat angles.of attack less”fian 6°. At an a@e -- .;
of attack of about 6°, the effect of this control deflection was negli-
gible.for the adverse yaw condition. The flow pattern in the form of.

.-

total.pressure contours at the engine ?ace”at..95percent of the .en@ne
..—

operating condition was substantially thd same as that experienced at
. .

8’
zero Yawj the magnitudes, however,“were lower. Pulsing due to yaw $.
occurred at-the lower mass flow”ratios-(~/m < 0.75) at ~ = O and

-.

for both control.deflectiions,presumably as”Qresult of interaction of ““ ;
the body cross flow with the ‘vortexsheet.

-. .

SUMMARY OF RESULTS :

.An experimental investigation of a normal-shock-type side inlet “ ;“ “~
located 2.14 mean aerodynamic chord len@hs behind a canard control SUP . _.._ j“

face was conducted with several boundary-layer-bleedmodifications.
From operation over a range of angles of’attack, control surface deflec-
tions, and yaw for a range.of main duct mass flow ratios, the following

.-

results were obtained: ‘

1. A 1 to 3 percent increase in total pressure recovery at the engine
face was obtained at ~ = 1.8 and a body ahgle”of attack of 3° by an
apparent increase of the bleed mass flow accomplished with a blight ..

modification of the original boundary-layer-bleed entrance.

2. Decreasing the amount of boundary-layer air entering the inlet
by increasing the.ble&3 height resulted in.an additional increase of
1 to 3 percent in total pressure recovery when the local flow was oblique”. “-
to the inlet. However, the diffuser pe~formance was insensitiveto the
increased boundary-layer removal when the flow was alined with the inlet
axis. —

3. The largest total pressure losses”associated.withthe wake behind .
the control surface occurred at a zero body an le of attack as the control

8surface deflection was increased from 0° to 10 . As the angle of attack
was increasedabove”6°, the effect of increasing control surface deflec- .,
tionwas negligible because of the passing of the wake above the inlet.
At a hypothetical engine o~erating condition for a -3° adverse angle of
yaw and zero control surface deflection, the total pressure recovery
decreased about l..to5 _Qercent”over the range of angles of attack investi-
gated.

4. Theoretical normal’-shocktotal pressure recovery was not obtained
for the entire range of variables investigated. The total pressure losses

.

--.
,—

—

-.

.
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-—..—
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were a minbmn at a body angle of attack of 6°, presumably as a result
of an effective inlet angle of attack of zero degrees.

Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory
National Adtisory Committee for Aeronautics

Clevelti, “Ohio
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Figure1. - Inlet-body-controlsurfaceconfigurationmountedin8-

supersonictunnel,Inletsurveyr~e removed.
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Figure 12. - Summary of effect of control surface deflection
angle of attack on total pressure recovery at engine rated
for hypothetical turbojet engine.
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